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Abstract 

 
There is considerable evidence that elite polarization influences ordinary citizens. However, exist-
ing research ignores moderate citizens in conflicts opposing elites.  We consider the exceptional 
election held in Catalonia in December 2017 following a period of intense conflict surrounding an 
illegal independence referendum. We assess the reactions of moderate voters to the referendum 
conflict. We find that many of them, despite their nuanced positions in the broader conflict, took 
clear positions in response to the increased polarization between pro- and anti-secessionist elites, 
which led them to shift their votes to parties with clearer and more extreme positions in the conflict. 
We conclude that elite polarization forces moderates to take sides.  
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How do citizens react to elite polarization? There is strong evidence that when opposing political 

elites adopt conflicting positions, voters react by adopting attitudes supportive of their side in the 

conflict (Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus, 2013; Guntermann, 2019; Levendusky, 2010, Zaller, 

1992). However, the focus of the literature is on citizens who identify with parties on either side 

of the conflict. These accounts assume that all voters are predisposed to support one side or the 

other in conflicts between elites. What about citizens who are ambivalent? 

 We argue that, when faced with intense polarization between political elites, remaining 

moderate becomes increasingly untenable. Conflict can become so intense that it is impossible for 

many citizens to avoid taking a side. We focus on voters who support parties with nuanced posi-

tions in a political conflict and who themselves try to avoid taking clear positions in that conflict 

and we assess their reactions to an intensification of polarization.  

We examine the intense polarization that occurred in the context of the 2017 regional elec-

tion held in Catalonia. While the conflict over Catalan independence had been strongly polarized 

for several years, the Catalan and Spanish governments made a number of decisions that elevated 

the conflict to unprecedented levels in fall 2017. First, the regional government held a referendum 

on regional independence on 1 October that the Spanish government and Constitutional Court had 

deemed unconstitutional. In response, the Spanish government sent riot police to prevent the vote. 

Nevertheless, over two million Catalans participated in the referendum and over 90 per cent voted 

in favour of independence (Generalitat de Catalunya, 2017).   

Nearly a month later, the Catalan Parliament voted to declare Catalan independence. The 

Spanish government responded by suspending regional autonomy and called an election to the 

Catalan Parliament. Most parties were either clearly supportive of either the pro- or anti-inde-

pendence sides. However, the Socialists’ Party of Catalonia and a coalition of left-wing parties 
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associated with state-wide Podemos, while closer to the anti-independence side, expressed views 

that were supportive of both sides. We consider the reaction of their supporters to the intense po-

larization between pro- and anti-secessionist parties, in particular the decisions made by the 

Spanish and Catalan governments in fall 2017. 

 To assess the influence of the 2017 referendum conflict on Catalans’ vote choice in 2017, 

the [authors’ project] project ran a pre-electoral survey of voters in the eight days leading up to 

the election with 1500 respondents. Respondents were recruited by Survey Sampling Interna-

tional (SSI) and completed an online questionnaire programmed using Qualtrics. It began on 13 

December and ended the day of the election.i This survey is unique in being the only academic 

survey conducted in the context of the 2017 Catalan election and in including original questions 

assessing Catalans’ reactions to the conflictual events that occurred in fall 2017. The vote inten-

tion distribution in the survey is similar to the vote distribution in the post-election study by the 

Centro de Investigaciones Sociológicas (CIS), and it is as close to the election result as the CIS 

survey (see Supplementary Appendix for comparisons to the CIS survey).ii Moreover, in spite of 

our reliance on vote intentions, it was conducted right before the election, allowing us to assess 

Catalan voting behaviour almost at the same time as Catalans voted.  

We first consider the literature on elite polarization and explain how we expect moderates 

to respond to elite conflict. We then present background information on recent developments in 

Catalan politics, focusing on increasing polarization between pro- and anti-secessionist parties in 

recent years. We then discuss our methodology for assessing voters’ reactions to polarization. In 

the following section, we show that most Catalans had strong attitudes with respect to these 

events, even those who did not support a clear side in the independence debate, and that Catalans 

who previously supported moderate parties but reacted strongly to the 2017 referendum conflict 
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shifted their votes to a party that took a clearer position in the conflict. We conclude that, when 

faced with intense polarization, voters react by supporting one side or the other. This tendency is 

only partly mitigated by voters moving from extreme to moderate parties. 

 

ELITE AND MASS POLARIZATION 

 

Scholars have learned a lot about elite and mass polarization in recent years. There is strong evi-

dence that when political elites adopt more polarized positions, citizens follow by adopting posi-

tions that are supportive of their side. Polarization both clarifies the positions of each side in a 

political conflict (Levendusky 2010) and increases individuals’ motivation to support their side 

(Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus, 2013). The most convincing evidence has come from the 

American context, where there is both experimental (Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus, 2013; 

Levendusky, 2010) and observational evidence (Layman and Carsey, 2002; Levendusky, 2009) 

that citizens respond to elite polarization by adopting policy attitudes that are consistent with 

their side’s positions. These studies show that when the two-large American parties become in-

creasingly polarized, meaning that they adopt more distinct positions, citizens who identify with 

them adopt policy positions that are supportive of their side. 

 The tendency for ordinary citizens to adopt policy preferences that are supportive of the 

party they support in response to polarization has been called “partisan motivated reasoning” 

(Druckman, Peterson, and Slothuus, 2013; Bolsen, Druckman, and Cook, 2014; Leeper and 

Slothuus, 2014). This phenomenon may appear to be limited to the American context where two 

large parties with large numbers of partisans oppose each other. However, there is evidence of 

party influence in multi-party European democracies as well (e.g. Slothuus and De Vreese 2010). 
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Moreover, a recent study on polarization and regional nationalism in Spain found that citizens in 

regions facing nationalist conflict adopt policy positions supporting their preferred party when 

faced with a conflict opposing that party and a party they dislike, regardless of party identifica-

tion (Guntermann 2019). These findings suggest that party identification is not necessary for po-

larization to influence citizens is consistent with earlier work in social psychology, which found 

evidence for group-oriented behaviour among citizens belonging to groups with which they lack 

long-term attachments (Tajfel, 1970; Sherif, 1956).  

 

The existing literature convincingly shows that elite polarization influences mass polari-

zation. Some European studies have found that the appearance of extreme parties increases ideo-

logical polarization in the public (Bischof and Wagner 2019; Silva 2018). However, it is also 

possible for parties to become more polarized and to influence voters but for overall polarization 

to remain stable. Levendusky (2009) argues that, instead of or in addition to polarizing, voters 

may sort into parties that share their positions. Thus, movements towards the extremes by some 

voters may be countered by movements in the opposite direction by other voters, resulting in 

overall stability in polarization. 

 The major limitation of the literature on citizens’ reactions to elite polarization is that it 

focuses on citizens who are attached to one side or the other. These studies neither develop nor 

test expectations for citizens who do not have a clear position on the dimension of polarization. 

Given heterogeneity among citizens in a modern democracy, it is unlikely that all citizens will 

consider a given dimension as highly salient. Some citizens may be ambivalent or indifferent on 
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a dimension that is of lesser interest to them and vote for parties that are less focused on that di-

mension. How do these citizens who are moderate on the dimension of polarization react when 

that conflict becomes so intense it can hardly be ignored? 

 We argue that when polarization becomes intense, even those who do not have a strong 

position are forced to take a stance and adopt attitudes supporting one side or the other in the 

conflict. Ultimately, polarization influences their vote choice as voters who previously supported 

parties that took a moderate or ambiguous position on a dimension of conflict switch to parties 

with clearer and more extreme positions on that dimension. This is due to the more extreme atti-

tudes moderate party supporters develop in response to elite polarization. These attitudes go 

against the positions adopted by the parties they previously supported, thus leading them to 

change parties (Hillygus and Shields 2008). Thus, the hypothesis we test is that intense polariza-

tion forces supporters of moderate parties to take a stronger position with respect to the conflict 

and, in turn, to switch to a party sharing that position.  

 Previous research on regional nationalism in Spain has ascribed an important role to elite 

polarization in inducing mass polarization (e.g. Barrio and Rodríguez-Teruel, 2017; Fernández-

Albertos and Lago 2015; Guntermann, 2019; Miley, 2014). However, to our knowledge none of 

these studies has considered how voters without a clear position react to elite conflict. The clos-

est to studying such voters is the work of Hierro and Gallego (2018) on national identification. 

They show that Catalans who already favour one side adopt clearer identities in response to po-

larization but those who identify with both Catalonia and Spain do not become more polarized in 

response to elite conflict. Their study focuses on an earlier period though, prior to the intensifica-

tion of polarization that we argue forces voters to react.  
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THE FALL 2017 CRISIS IN CATALONIA 
 

Catalonia is an ideal context to study the influence of polarization on citizens’ prefer-

ences due to the polarization that has built up in the region since the 2000s. Until 2003, the larg-

est player on the Catalan political scene by far was Convergència i Unió (CiU, Convergence and 

Union), a coalition of two centre-right moderately nationalist parties. The second most important 

party was the Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya (PSC, Party of Catalan Socialists), which, 

while affiliated with the national Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE, Spanish Socialist 

Workers’ Party), is formally independent of that party. After over two decades of CiU regional 

governments, in 2003, the PSC formed a tripartite left-of-centre coalition with left-wing Inicia-

tiva per Catalunya Verds (ICV, Initiative for Catalonia Greens) and pro-independence Esquerra 

Republicana de Catalunya (ERC, Catalan Republican Left).  

During this time, Catalan politics became increasingly polarized on the Catalan national-

ism dimension. In 2006, a new party, Ciutadans (Cs, Citizens), voicing clear opposition to Cata-

lan nationalism, entered the regional parliament. The Partido Popular (PP, People’s Party), the 

state-wide conservative party, which has always been a minor player in Catalan politics, also be-

came more vocal in opposing Catalan nationalism. It contested a new regional statute, which had 

been a concession by the Spanish government to Catalonia to appease regional nationalism, be-

fore the Spanish Constitutional Court. In 2010, the Court struck down many important articles of 

that reform.  

Perhaps partly in response to this decision, increasing numbers of Catalans began to de-

mand independence (Rico and Liñeira 2014). For years, ERC was the only party clearly advocat-

ing independence in the Catalan Parliament. CiU had always preferred to pursue increased auton-

omy within Spain. In 2012, after failing to reach an agreement with the central government on 
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increased fiscal autonomy, CiU for the first time began to support secession. Unexpectedly, how-

ever, in regional elections held that year, it lost both votes and seats. The other big loser was the 

Party of Catalan Socialists, which had always supported moderate nationalism. The big winners 

were ERC and the far-left pro-independence Candidatura d’Unitat Popular (CUP, Popular Unity 

Candidacy). While pro-secessionist parties gained votes, so did parties opposing independence. 

Ciutadans more than doubled its vote share. The PP also increased its share of votes, although 

more modestly. In short, parties that had traditionally held moderate positions on nationalism lost 

support, while those with more extreme positions, both in favour of and against independence, 

gained support.iii  

The new CiU government was committed to holding a referendum on Catalan independ-

ence. However, the Spanish constitution prohibits such a vote and the Spanish government, un-

der the Partido Popular since 2011, vowed to do everything in its power to block a vote on se-

cession. Unable to hold a real referendum, in 2014, the Catalan government held a non-binding 

popular consultation on secession. The following year, one of CiU’s component parties, Conver-

gència Democràtica de Catalunya (CDC, Democratic Convergence of Catalonia), joined forces 

with ERC to hold what they considered a ‘plebiscitary’ vote on independence. The objective was 

to obtain a mandate to make Catalonia an independent state (Junts pel Sí 2015). They proposed 

that, if their alliance, which they called Junts pel Sí (JxSí, Together for Yes), obtained a majority 

of seats in the Catalan Parliament, they would make Catalonia an independent state. In the end, 

they obtained neither a majority of seats nor of votes. They were able to form a government 

though, with the support of the more extreme secessionist CUP.  
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The Catalan Socialists again lost support. Left-wing Iniciativa per Catalunya Verds 

(ICV, Initiative for Catalonia Greens), Esquerra Unida i Alternativa (EUiA, United and Alterna-

tive Left) and state-wide Podemos (We Can) formed a coalition that they named Catalunya Sí 

que es Pot (CSQP, Catalonia Yes We Can). It, however, won a disappointing 8.9 per cent of the 

vote, less than those parties had received in 2012 without Podemos. In contrast, anti-secessionist 

Ciutadans more than doubled its vote share. As in 2012, parties with moderate nationalist posi-

tions lost support, while those with clearer stances on that issue gained votes.  

Following the election, Junts pel Sí formed a government with the support of the CUP 

under the leadership of Carles Puigdemont. During its mandate, as promised in its electoral pro-

gram, the Puigdemont government took unilateral steps towards independence, which culminated 

in the 1 October 2017 referendum on independence, which would take polarization to unprece-

dented levels. 

The Spanish government had made it clear that it would not allow a referendum on seces-

sion (Mármol, 2017). Therefore, it acted to prevent the 1 October referendum from being held. 

What was less expected was that the Spanish government, controlled by the PP at the time, sent 

the police to prevent Catalans from voting. Over 1000 Catalans were injured on that day while 

participating in the vote (CatSalut, 2017). 

On 27 October, the pro-independence parties brought a resolution declaring Catalan inde-

pendence to a vote in the Catalan Parliament. It passed with majority support although most anti-

independence deputies walked out of the chamber. In reaction to the declaration, the Spanish gov-

ernment removed the Catalan government, invoked Article 155 of the Spanish constitution to sus-

pend Catalan autonomy, and called an election to the Catalan Parliament for 21 December. 
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Parties’ reactions to the events of fall 2017 mostly reflect the side of the independence 

divide they are on. Both partners making up Junts pel Sí as well as the CUP supported the refer-

endum, opposed the police intervention, supported the declaration of independence, and opposed 

the suspension of autonomy. Conversely, Ciutadans and the PP backed the anti-secessionist side 

of each of these decisions. However, the Socialists and especially the parties that made up Cata-

lunya Sí que es Pot in 2015 and Catalunya en Comú in 2017 had more nuanced positions. The 

Socialists were opposed to the illegal referendum and independence declaration and supported the 

suspension of autonomy. However, they were critical of the police intervention (Sierra, 2017). 

Many Socialist politicians also opposed the suspension of autonomy (Masreal and Barrena, 2017). 

CSQP was divided over the illegal referendum (Gamissans, 2017) and supported holding a legal 

referendum (Catalunya en Comú-Podem, 2017). They clearly opposed the declaration of inde-

pendence though (Masreal and Barrena, 2017). At the same time, they were critical of both the 

police intervention (Pascual and Vázquez, 2017) and the suspension of Catalan autonomy (Masreal 

and Barrena, 2017). Table 1 summarizes the parties’ positions on independence, their ideologies, 

and which side they supported in the 2017 referendum crisis.  

[Table 1 here] 

 
The election held on 21 December 2017 does not seem to have significantly changed the 

political situation in the Catalan Parliament. The pro-independence and anti-independence vote 

shares barely changed despite all the major events that had taken place since 1 October (see Figure 

S5 in the Supplementary Appendix).  Parties supporting secession obtained 47.8 per cent of votes 

in 2015 and 47.5 per cent in 2017. Parties opposing independence got 50.6 per cent of votes in 

2015 and 50.9 per cent in 2017. Looking at individual parties, however, we can see evidence of 

increased polarization. Support for the most anti-independence party Ciutadans jumped from 17.9 
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to 26.4 per cent, thus winning the most votes and seats in the election. Support for the PP plum-

meted from 8.5 to 4.2 per cent. The Socialists’ vote share increased from 12.7 to 13.9 per cent, 

although this increase is less impressive when we consider that, in 2017, it joined forces with Units 

per Avançar (United to Advance), a small party formed by former members of UDC, which had 

been dissolved earlier that year. Thus, the election confirmed the loss of support the socialist option 

had been experiencing since the emergence of the independence issue. The left-wing coalition 

Catalunya en Comú-Podem (CEC-Podem, Catalonia in Common-We Can) obtained a point and a 

half less than its 2015 counterpart (CSQP). On the pro-independence side, the two partners that 

ran together in 2015 as part of Junts pel Sí ran separately in 2017. Junts per Catalunya (JxC, 

Together for Catalonia), the coalition created right before the election by Puigdemont’s party, 

which had earlier changed its name from Convergència Democràtica de Catalunya (CDC) to the 

Partit Democràta Europeu Català (PDeCAT, Catalan European Democratic Party) won slightly 

more votes than ERC (21.7 per cent compared to 21.4 per cent). The CUP lost nearly half its 

support, dropping from 8.2 to 4.5 per cent.  

 

DATA AND METHODS 

Our survey (Guntermann et al., 2018) was run in the week preceding the December 2017 

Catalan regional election. In addition to questions conventionally asked in election surveys, we 

asked Catalans about their attitudes towards independence, about whether the Catalan govern-

ment has a right to hold a referendum, and reactions to four decisions made by the Catalan and 

Spanish governments. These decisions are: the Catalan government’s decision to hold the illegal 

referendum, the Spanish government’s decision to send the police to stop it, the Catalan govern-
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ment’s decision to declare independence, and the Spanish government’s decision to suspend re-

gional autonomy. These questions were all asked on scales from 0 to 10 where 0 represents 

strong opposition and 10 strong support.  

We initially present the distributions of responses to each of these individual questions. 

For simplicity and because all questions were asked at the same time (making it difficult to 

clearly disentangle evaluations of the various decisions), we combine reactions to the four deci-

sions into a Position-Taking Scale. Reactions to events are strongly interrelated. We ran a princi-

pal components analysis of the different items and found that the first component accounts for 

seventy-four per cent of the variance in the items. Internal consistency is strong (Cronbach’s al-

pha is 0.88). We create the scale by, first, reversing the scale for the Spanish government’s deci-

sions (sending the police and suspending Catalan autonomy) so that higher values indicate 

stronger agreement with the pro-independence side. Second, we divided each evaluation variable 

by 10 and took the sum. Thus, the scale represents the number of decisions on which respondents 

agreed with the pro-independence side.  

 After comparing distributions of these variables by 2015 vote choice, we run 

models of vote shifts among supporters of parties that adopt nuanced positions in the fall 2017 

crisis. For these analyses, we run logistic regressions of vote shifting (coded 1 if a voter shifts to 

a party that adopted clearer positions in fall 2017 and 0 if they did not). For 2015 PSC voters, we 

consider whether they switched to Ciutadans or to the PP. For CSQP voters, we assess whether 

they shifted to JxC, ERC or the CUP.  

To ensure vote shifts resulted from positions taken in response to the referendum conflict 

and not more enduring attitudes or demographics, we control for important variables reflecting 

nationalism. These are the independence and referendum support variables (on scales from 0 to 
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10) and national identification. Each reflects a different aspect of nationalism. It is possible to 

support a referendum while opposing independence in order to settle the issue once and for all. 

Moreover, it is possible to strongly identify with Catalonia and to seek greater autonomy for the 

region within Spain instead of independence. The national identification question asked respond-

ents to identify as Only Spanish, More Spanish than Catalan, As Spanish as Catalan, More Cata-

lan than Spanish or Only Catalan. The first two categories were combined to create a “Predomi-

nantly Catalan Identification” dummy and the last two were combined to create a “Predomi-

nantly Spanish Identification” dummy. The middle category is the reference category. We also 

control for demographic variables. 

 

CATALANS’ REACTIONS TO THE EVENTS OF FALL 2017 
 

How did Catalans react to the fall 2017 independence crisis?  Figure 1 shows the distribu-

tion of Catalans’ attitudes with respect to independence, whether Catalonia has a right to hold a 

referendum, as well as reactions to four decisions made by the Catalan and Spanish governments. 

These are the decision of the Catalan government to hold an illegal referendum on independence, 

the Spanish government’s decision to prevent the referendum, the Catalan government’s decision 

to declare independence, and the Spanish government’s decision to suspend Catalan autonomy. It 

thus allows us to compare opinions with respect to the 2017 crisis to longer-term attitudes with 

respect to independence and the possibility of a referendum. All questions were asked on scales 

from 0 to 10, where 0 means totally oppose and 10 means totally support. 

 
 

[FIGURE 1 here] 
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We can see that Catalans were strongly divided on independence. Thirty per cent an-

swered that they totally oppose independence, 31 per cent that they totally support it and 39 per 

cent are between the two extremes (i.e. they placed themselves between 1 and 9). The right to 

hold a referendum was less divisive. Over half strongly supported such a right (53 per cent), 

while only a small minority was totally opposed (16 per cent). We can also see that the actions 

taken by the Catalan government were most divisive. Just over a third (35 per cent) of Catalans 

strongly opposed the illegal referendum on independence, while just over a quarter (27 per cent) 

strongly supported it. While two out of five (41 per cent) strongly opposed the independence 

declaration, one out of five strongly supported it (20 per cent). Catalans were more united in their 

rejection of the actions taken by the Spanish government. A solid majority (63 per cent) strongly 

opposed Madrid’s decision to send the police to prevent the referendum, while just over one out 

of ten (12 per cent) strongly supported that decision. Fifty-two per cent strongly opposed sus-

pending Catalan autonomy, while one-fifth (21 per cent) strongly supported it. What is most 

striking is how extreme Catalans’ views were. Over sixty percent of respondents gave an ex-

treme response to each event (0 or 10 on the 0 to 10 scale).  

Reactions to events were strongly but imperfectly related to support for independence. 

Correlations between independence support and evaluations of each decision range from 0.61 to 

0.85 in absolute value. The strongest correlations are those with the reaction to the decision to 

call the illegal referendum (0.85) and the reaction to the independence declaration (0.85). Corre-

lations with the reactions to the decision to send the police to stop the referendum (-0.61) and the 

decision to suspend Catalan autonomy (-0.71) were weaker. Correlations between attitudes to-

wards a right to a referendum and evaluations of the events are between 0.62 and 0.72 in abso-

lute value. In short, evaluations of the extreme decisions made by the opposing governments in 
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fall 2017 are strongly but imperfectly related to attitudes towards independence and the right to 

hold a referendum in principle. Thus, many citizens reacted to the fall 2017 crisis in ways that 

could not be predicted by their attitudes towards independence or a referendum. 

How do the longer-term support for independence and for a right to a referendum, on the 

one hand, and evaluations of government decisions relate to prior vote choice? Figure 2 shows 

the distribution of independence support by 2015 vote choice. It is clear that, in all groups of vot-

ers except left-wing Catalunya Sí que es Pot, strong majorities either strongly supported or 

strongly opposed Catalan independence. CSQP voters were spread out throughout most of the 

independence support scale. They were more concentrated towards high levels of support 

though: 41 percent placed themselves at 8 or above. Nevertheless, 2015 CSQP voters were 

unique in not taking a clear position on the independence issue.  

[Figure 2 here] 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of attitudes on the right to a referendum scale by 2015 

vote choice. On this issue, CSQP voters as well as supporters of the two pro-independence par-

ties were overwhelmingly in favour of such a right. The only party whose supporters were 

clearly against such a right was the PP. Ciutadans supporters were less clearly opposed to it. 

However, there is a clear mode at 0 in the distribution of this variable in that partisan group: 40 

percent placed themselves at 0 on the 0 to 10 scale. The rest were spread out throughout the 

scale. The greatest ambivalence on this issue comes from Socialist Party supporters. More than a 

quarter of them were strongly opposed to a right to a referendum (28.5 percent) and a similar 

share were strongly supportive of such a right (30 percent). In short, on these two key attitudes of 

relevance to Catalan independence, 2015 supporters of the two non-secessionist left-wing parties 
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held ambivalent positions. CSQP voters were unclear in their views towards independence and 

PSC voters were unclear in their views about a right to a referendum.  

[Figure 3 here] 

How do these attitudes compare to attitudes towards what governments did in fall 2017? 

As explained above, to facilitate the presentation of analyses, we created a position-taking scale, 

which can be interpreted as the number of decisions on which respondents have a pro-independ-

ence evaluation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of that scale by 2015 vote choice. As we can 

see, consistent with their attitudes towards independence and a right to hold a referendum, over-

whelming majorities of Ciutadans and PP voters took positions that were supportive of the anti-

independence side. Junts pel Sí and CUP supporters were similarly consistent with their inde-

pendence and referendum attitudes by overwhelmingly supporting their side. Supporters of the 

Socialists and Catalunya Sí que es Pot, despite being the most ambivalent partisan groups, 

mostly took a side. Seventy-two percent of PSC supporters had attitudes that were on the anti-

independence side of the Position-Taking Scale (i.e. scores below 2). Conversely, 59 percent of 

CSQP supporters had pro-independence attitudes (i.e. scores above 2). Thus, while 2015 support-

ers of these two left-wing parties took ambivalent stances in response to the independence de-

bate, they took clear positions on the issues raised in fall 2017. Many of them even took strong 

positions supporting one side or the other. That is the case of 33 percent of PSC supporters who 

strongly supported the anti-independence side in the 2017 crisis (score of 1 or below) and of 22 

percent of CSQP supporters who strongly supported the pro-independence side (score above 3). 

The next section considers whether the contrast between the opinions these voters formed in 

2017 and the ambivalent positions taken by their parties led them to vote differently.  
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THE INTENSE POLARIZATION OF FALL 2017 AND VOTE SHIFTS 

 

 
As we saw above, many PSC and CSQP voters faced a dilemma. On the one hand, they 

had formed strong opinions about the decisions made by the Catalan and Spanish governments in 

the 2017 crisis. On the other hand, their party struggled to take moderate or nuanced positions. 

We now consider how they reacted to the intense polarization of fall 2017. Most 2015 PSC vot-

ers supported the anti-independence side in the fall 2017 conflict although the Socialist Party ap-

peared ambivalent with respect to some of the events, notably the police intervention and the sus-

pension of autonomy. Moreover, most 2015 CSQP voters strongly supported the pro-independ-

ence side in the fall 2017 conflict while the parties that made up that coalition remained uncom-

mitted. 

We wish to explain the propensity to shift their vote to a more extreme party in that group 

of voters who had voted for PSC or CSQP in 2015. The dependent takes the value of 1 if the 

voter moved to a party with positions more consistent with their reactions to the 2017 polariza-

tion and 0 otherwise (either they voted for the same party or for another party that also did not 

share their reaction to the events of 2017). The main independent variable is the individual’s 

score on the Position-Taking Scale. We include controls for support for independence, a right to 

holding a referendum, national identification, and demographics. These controls are important to 

show that vote shifts are motivated by reactions to the polarization of fall 2017 as such and not to 

longer-term attitudes towards nationalism and secession. We limit models to respondents who 

voted for the relevant party in 2015. Model 1 in Table 2 considers responses to the 2017 conflict 

by PSC voters. The vote switching dummy for 2015 PSC voters indicates a move to Ciutadans 
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or the PP. We find that anti-independence reactions to the fall events led former supporters of the 

PSC towards one of those parties with clearer anti-independence positions. The marginal effect 

of moving from a moderate position in the referendum crisis (2) to the most anti-independence 

position (0) is an increase of 28 percentage points in the probability of switching to one of the 

more extreme parties. While 45 percent of 2015 PSC voters with the most anti-independence re-

actions to the 2017 crisis (below 1) switched to Ciutadans or the PP, only 12 percent of those 

with more moderate positions (above 1) made that switch.  

Model 2 considers whether 2015 CSQP voters shifted to a clearly pro-independence party 

(JxC, ERC or the CUP). As we can see, higher Position-Taking Scale scores led them to switch 

to one of these pro-independence parties. The marginal effect of moving from a moderate reac-

tion (2) to a strongly pro-independence reaction (4) on the probability of switching to a pro-inde-

pendence party is 65 percentage points. Fifty percent of 2015 CSQP voters with Position-Taking 

scores above 3 switched to a pro-independence party, while 16 percent of them with scores be-

low 3 made that switch. In short, many 2015 CSQP voters, like PSC voters, adopted strong posi-

tions in response to the 2017 conflict and, in turn, moved to parties with clearer positions in the 

conflict.   

 
[TABLE 2 here] 

In spite of these responses to elite conflict in 2017, why did the overall vote shares re-

main relatively stable? One possibility is that some of the vote shifts were countered by move-

ments in the opposite direction. As explained above, voters may have sorted in addition to or in-

stead of polarizing (Levendusky 2009). In other words, while moderate party voters with ex-

treme reactions to polarization shifted to parties with more extreme positions, extreme party vot-
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ers with moderate reactions to polarization shifted to more moderate parties. This is most plausi-

ble for anti-independence party supporters, because, as we saw above, few pro-independence 

party supporters failed to strongly support their side in the conflict. Less than 20 per cent of Junts 

pel Sí and CUP supporters scored under 3 on the Position-Taking scale. On the other hand, two 

out of five Ciutadans and PP supporters adopted moderately anti-independence positions (be-

tween 1 and 2 on the Position-Taking scale, see Figure 4). We find some evidence that former 

moderate Ciutadans and PP supporters shifted to the PSC. Twelve percent of these parties’ sup-

porters who did not support their side in the conflict (Position-Taking scores above 1) shifted to 

the PSC or Catalunya en Comú compared to none among these parties’ supporters who clearly 

supported their side in the conflict (Position-Taking scores below 1). There is also some evi-

dence that such a reverse shift occurred among pro-independence party supporters. Ten percent 

of 2015 pro-independence party supporters who failed to clearly support their side in the conflict 

(score below 3) shifted to the more moderate PSC or Catalunya en Comú. None of those with 

clear pro-independence scores (above 3) made such a shift. In short, reactions to elite conflict led 

voters with extreme reactions to support more extreme parties. However, these shifts were partly 

countered by shifts in the opposite direction, thus limiting overall polarization. Nevertheless, po-

larization was much more common than moderation. 

 

 
CONCLUSION 

 

The growing literature on the relationship between elite and mass polarization has pro-

vided clear evidence that citizens follow conflict between parties. When parties become more po-

larized, their supporters adopt positions that are more supportive of their parties. However, the 
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existing literature focuses on supporters of parties with clear positions on each side of a divide, 

thus ignoring the considerable number of citizens who do not have clear positions. We consid-

ered the case of the 21 December 2017 regional election held in Catalonia, which followed a ma-

jor crisis surrounding an illegal referendum on independence. 

 We have examined citizens’ reactions to decisions made by the Catalan and Spanish gov-

ernments in the referendum crisis of fall 2017. We have shown that, while supporters of left-

wing Partit dels Socialistes de Catalunya and Catalunya Sí que es Pot had nuanced positions 

about independence and a right for Catalonia to hold a referendum, their reactions to the deci-

sions taken by the Catalan and Spanish governments in fall 2017 were extremely polarized. 

Moreover, while most voters reacted to the events in ways that were consistent with their prior 

vote choice, many of these parties’ voters faced a dilemma between loyalty to their party and 

strong reactions to one or more of the events.  

We found that Socialists with strong anti-independence reactions switched to parties 

more strongly opposing independence and that CSQP voters with strong pro-independence reac-

tions switched to parties supporting independence. In sum, voters who previously supported left-

of-centre parties that did not react as clearly to the events of fall 2017 as they wanted switched to 

parties with more extreme positions. These findings make it clear that holding moderate posi-

tions in a context of intense polarization is difficult and that many people feel compelled to sup-

port one side or the other. Nevertheless, this polarizing tendency was partly countered by 2015 

pro-independence party supporters taking moderate positions in the referendum conflict and 

moving to moderate parties. These moves in the opposite direction reduced the overall polariza-

tion that resulted from the election. Nevertheless, mass polarization was a much more common 

reaction to elite conflict than moderation. 
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One remaining question is why polarization seems to have harmed left-wing parties at the 

expense of parties of the right. Regional nationalism in Spain is strongly tied to the left-right di-

mension (Dinas 2012). Left-wing parties and their supporters tend to support moderate national-

ist demands like increased self-government and a theoretical right to hold a referendum. It may 

thus be much harder for them to adopt a clear position on the anti-independence side than right-

wing parties that do not sympathize with increased autonomy or a right to hold a referendum.  

 
 

 
i To our knowledge, this is the only survey that was run specifically in the context of the election 

and that included questions on independence. 

ii We got vote choice from 87.1 per cent of respondents. CIS obtained the same information from 

86.2 per cent of those who claimed to have voted (or 77.7 per cent of all respondents). Figures 

A2 to A4 compare the distributions of key demographics in our survey and in the CIS 

iii For all Catalan election results, see: http://governacio.gencat.cat/ca/pgov_ambits_d_actu-

acio/pgov_eleccions/pgov_dades_electorals/ 
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Table 1 Party Positions on Independence and the Referendum Crisis 

Party Supports Independence? Ideology Position in Crisis 

Ciutadans (Cs) No Right Anti-independ-

ence 

Partido Popular (PP) No Right Anti-independ-

ence 

Partit dels Socialistes de 

Catalunya (PSC) 

No Left Anti-independ-

ence (but with 

reservations) 

Catalunya Sí que es Pot 

(CSQP)/Catalunya en 

Comú (CEC) 

No Left Neither 

Junts pel Sí - Junts per 

Catalunya (JxC) 

Yes Right Pro-Independence 

Junts pel Sí – Esquerra 

Republicana de Cata-

lunya (ERC) 

Yes Left Pro-Independence 

Candidatura d’Unitat 

Popular (CUP) 

Yes Left Pro-Independence 

Note: parties are ordered from least to most supportive of independence. Junts pel Sí was 
a 2015 pre-electoral coalition of ERC and the party behind JxC. 
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Figure 1 Distributions of Reactions to Events and Related Attitudes 
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Figure 2 Distribution of Independence Support by 2015 Vote Choice 
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Figure 3 Distribution of Referendum Support by 2015 Vote Choice  
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Figure 4 Distribution of Position-Taking Scale by 2015 Vote Choice  
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Table 2. The Determinants of Vote Shift in 2017 among 2015 PSC and CSQP Voters 
 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 
Intercept 0.53* -0.28 
 (0.13) (0.15) 
Position-Taking Scale -0.15* 0.32* 
 (0.05) (0.06) 
Referendum Support 0.01 -0.05* 
 (0.01) (0.02) 
Independence Support 0.00 -0.01 
 (0.02) (0.01) 
Predominantly Catalan Identification -0.06 0.24* 
 (0.13) (0.08) 
Predominantly Spanish Identification -0.28* 0.04 
 (0.11) (0.31) 
Gender 0.15 -0.03 
 (0.08) (0.07) 
Above Secondary Education -0.02 0.19* 
 (0.08) (0.08) 
Below Secondary Education 0.45* 0.47* 
 (0.14) (0.10) 
Income -0.06* -0.02 
 (0.03) (0.03) 
N 130 123 
AIC 191.38 153.40 
BIC 306.08 265.89 
logL -55.69 -36.70 
 Standard errors in parentheses 
 * indicates significance at p<0.05 

 Note: Model 1 was run among 2015 PSC voters. The dependent variable is a binary variable in-
dicating that they switched to Ciutadans or the PP in 2017. Model 2 was run among 2015 CSQP 
voters. The dependent variable is a binary variable indicating that they switched to JxC, ERC, or 
the CUP in 2017.  
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Figure A1 Comparison of sample vote choice with the election result and CIS survey 

 
 
 

Note: the survey data used to create this figure are unweighted. CIS survey is no. 3202 (2017 
post-election study) 
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Figure A2 Comparison of age distributions in the CIS sample and in our sample 

 

 
Note: the survey data used to create this figure are unweighted. CIS survey is no. 3202 (2017 

post-election study) 
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Figure A3 Comparison of education distributions in the CIS sample and in our sample 

 
 

Note: the survey data used to create this figure are unweighted. CIS survey is no. 3202 (2017 
post-election study) 
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Figure A4 Comparison of sex distributions in the CIS sample and in our sample 

 

 

 
Note: the survey data used to create this figure are unweighted. CIS survey is no. 3202 (2017 

post-election study) 
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Figure A5 Percentage of Votes Won in 2015 and 2017

 
Source: Generalitat de Catalunya 2017b 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Table A1 Vote Choice in 2017 by 2015 Vote Choice 
 2015 Vote (%)  

2017 
Vote 
(%) 

 Cs PP PSC CSQP JxSí CUP Other Total 

Cs 85.3 34.8 23.9 3.2 2.4 0.0 2.9 23.7 

PP 0.3 62.6 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.2 4.4 

PSC 4.7 1.3 60.4 8.7 0.6 1.4 11.8 10.4 

CEC 1.2 0.0 3.5 60.7 3.5 6.0 8.0 8.7 

JxC 0.7 0.0 1.8 17.4 54.9 4.1 7.3 25.2 

ERC 5.0 1.3 6.3 6.0 35.4 37.5 20.7 19.0 

CUP 0.0 0.0 0.3 3.7 3.1 51.0 1.2 3.7 

Other 2.8 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 46.9 4.8 

 Total 14.6 5.5 12.5 11.2 47.2 3.7 5.3 100.0 
 
 

 


